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CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction; 
The a particle is used as a probe complementary to other 
hadronic probes at intermediate energies. The main point of 
attraction in the application of a particle as a nuclear projec-
tile for investigating nuclear structure is its simple spin 
and i-spin structure. At first guess, it seems rather redundant 
to use a particle as a nuclear probe when other elementary 
probes like protons and pions of good reliability are available. 
But, apart from the fact that it is always advantaaeous to 
look at the same problem from different an-jjcs for a better 
understanding of the physics involved, there is a need to check 
the reliability and consistency of the extracted nuclear struc-
ture informations with different probes. In addition, it is 
in itself an interesting problem to see to what extent the 
theoretical framework, that has been proved so successful for 
describing N-nucleus scattering, works for the a-nucleus 
scattering. 
Two theoretical approaches have generally been used for 
analysing the intermediate energy a-nucleus scattering data. 
One is the generalization of the Glauber multiple scattering 
model'- •' for N-nucleus scattering and the other is based upon 
the optical potential formalism as developed by Kerman^McManus 
[2] 
and Thaler (KMT). Both have their merits and demerits. We 
ourselt prefer to work with the Glauber multiple scattering 
model which we feel to be simple, physically transparent and 
2 
flexible enough to be applied to a variety of situations 
rather easily. The present study is wholly based upon this 
model. 
An extensive theoretical study of nucleus-nucleus collisions 
at medium and high .energies v/as undertaken by Czyz and 
[3] 
Maximon"- •'. To obtain a simple expression for the olactic b~niatrix 
element they applied a series of approxifJiaT;ions, and the re-
sult, so obtained is known as 'optical limit' in the litera-
ture. In it, the sequence uf approximations causes devia-^  
tions from the real problem. And this is the drawback of opti-
cal limit result. The basic ingredients of the approach are the 
ground state densities of the projectile and the target and 
the elementary NN amplitude at the energy equal to the projec-
tile kinetic energy per nucleon. 
During the past few years several workers have analysed 
the Saclay data"- •' on the scattering of 1.37 GeV oc particles on 
C and Ca isotopes'- ~ -•. A point on which they all agree is 
that the optical limit results seriously fail in accounting 
for the data even in the low momentum transfer region. Con-
clusion has been drawn that the first and dominant term of the 
S-matrix expansion series (optical limit result) is not good 
enough -and the neglect of higher order terms involving two-
Dody and the other higher order densities of the two colliding 
nuclei is not well justified. Tl-iB is in great contrast with the 
situation for^-nucleus -scattering where optical limit result 
3 
works nicely - the higher order terms making only e sr-.oll contri-
bution to the total scattering« Thuo, in order to make nucleus-
nucleus scattering much useful for nuclear scattering densities, 
one has to evaluate the neglected liighcr order terms or search 
for bc-ttJrr iaethods of analysis or approximations. 
The optical liniit is a simple niicroscopic calculation for 
which the.nucleon-nucleon forward scattering amplitude and the 
experimental nuclear densities are required. Attempts to 
improve upon the results of optical limit approximation, have 
been made within the frame work of the Glauber model"- . To 
bring theory very closer to experiment consideration of higher 
ri2l ri3l 
order terms seems essential. Franco and Verma -•, Akhazov^ ' 
and Ahmad'- ^ have proposed various kinds of expansions for 
this purpose. These expansions differ in detail but the terras 
seem tc have similar structure. 
The convergence properties of the expansion for the total 
elastic phase shift function using the Gaussian single particle 
densities for the two colliding nuclei has been studied by 
[121 
rranco and Verma^ •'. The series converges rather slowly and 
the reason for taking unrealistic density distribution is that 
the higher order terms are difficult to evaluate otherwise. 
For realistic calculations one must consider sufficient nun.ber 
of higher order terms due to slovj convergence of the expansion 
series, /ihmad'- -' has used realistic ground state densities 
in the expansion of S-matrix instead of phase function. Owing 
4 
to which he could go only upto the second order term, which in-
volves two-body densities of the colliding nuclei. In his 
study the inclusion of the second order tern; fairly ii'iprovcc the 
ttieoretical calculation and brings theory closer to experiment 
in the small angle region. Hov;ever, it reiuains inef 1 o'ctivo at 
larger mon.entum transfers, which strongly suggests the inclusion 
of other higher order terms in the analysis. •Ahmad's study 
strengthens confidence in the applicability of the Glauber 
r.-odel'- -" to a-nucleus scattering in particular and to nucleus-
nucleus scattering in general in the energy region under dis-
cussion, oii.iilar conclusions have also been arrived at by 
Alkhazov'--'-^ -^ . 
In the light of above discussion, a realistic calculation 
of the nucleus-nucleus collision at intermediate energies, re-
quires several higher order terras involving tv;o-body, three-body 
ana ir.any-body densities. Unfortunately, at present, we lack 
reliable informations about higher order nuclear ground state 
uensities. 
- Anotner approach for analysing the a-nucleus elastic 
scattering data is the so called rigid projectile model appro-
fs 7 Q 11 141 
ach^ » »-'i-^  »-^  J, 11 consists of neglecting some scattering 
processes between the nucleons of the projectile and the target 
assuming a particle to be in the grouna state. i.iOre explicitly, 
in the approach the a particle is treated as rigia single entity 
and the a-N amplitude as elementary. Thus, the I^IJ amplituae of 
5 
N-nucleus scattering is replaced by N-a ai-'iplituue in the elastic 
;L^ -matrix for a particle. Cbviously the calculation of a scattor-
ing in the rigid projectile luodel follows the same track as 
12 40 
N-nucleus scattering. The studies of a- C and a- Ca scatter-
ings L^ ''^ ' "^  '•'••'•' •'•'*•' at 1.37 GeV show that the rigid projectile 
model gives much better results than the optical lindt approxima-
[31 tion*- -^  particularly in the forward angle region. At large 
momentujn transfers it suffers from discrepancies and deviations 
flSl from the experiments. Alvi and Ahmad*- -" have proposed a semi-
phenomenological method of analysis for intermediate energy 
a-nucleus scattering data by adding an extra phenomenological 
term in the N-a amplitude which satisfactorily explains experi-
ment even at large momentum transfers. But there is a need to 
delineate the physics involved in the great success of this 
sei.iiphenoii.enological approach. 
The present work is niainly devoted to an extensive reviev. 
of the theoretical works on a-nucleus scattering at intermediate 
energies. In chapter II we make an in-depth study of the 
relevant scattering theories at models so as to bring to focus 
tneir vveaknosses and difficulties. In chapter III we surjnarise 
trie theoretical studies ,of a-nucleus scattering. In chapter IV 
\.t- uia'.:o an attempt to have a theoretical justil ication for the 
uGe oi effective N-a air.i.litude to analyse the a scattciing 
data. In chapter V we will discuss the details of the calcula-
tion and the results of the present work. 
. CHAPTER - I I 
GLAUBER i/.ODEL FCH NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS SCATTERING 
6 
In this chapter we first develop the high energy approxima-
tion for pote.ntial scattering which forms the basis of the 
Glauber multiple scattering model for N-nucleus scattering. 
Next the method is generalized to obtain .^n expression for the 
S-matrix for nucleus-nucleus collision in terras of tlio TJII 
amplitude. The remaining part of the chapter deals v/ith the 
various theoretical approaches that have been ucod in the 
literature to evaluate the elastic S-matrix eler..ent for a-
nucleus scattering at intermediate energies at calculating the 
cross-section under various approximations, i3iiefly statodthe 
physics underlying the theoretical v.-ork described in this 
chapter is that as the energy of the incident projecLile increa-
ses, the de-droglie wavelength becomes shorter anci ^ liorter so 
tha't the angular distribution of the elasticaUy c.;ttorcc 
particle becomes, in a sense, a detailed map ol the inter-.c^ion 
region. 
2.1 The High Energy Approximation: 
In this approximation the projectile kin.itic '^ n_-xgy h 
greatly exceeds the magnitude of the potential V(r): 
Iv/El << 1 
and to be large enough that the project i le waveier/jth is luucli 
smaller than the typical variat ion length ' a ' ior the in ter -
action: 
fCa >> 1 . 
Under theso ccriaicioriS it is justified to assuu.c Lhat 
the back scattering is very weak and the whole scattering is 
concentrated in the forward region. In other v/ords the tra-
jectory of the projectile in the target nucleus may i^afoly 
be assumed to be a straight line. One can obtain Lh ,• s(^  alter-
ing amplitude starting from the following integral equation 
of the potential scattering theory: 
U (r) = e^ -^^ ^ - -2-^ / ^ ^ f c ^ V(f-)'f (?') dr' . (IJ 
' '< 47ifi I i i . k 
iC. L err^ v-here 'nk/i and m are the momentum and mass of tii._ 
particle and ^j^ is th"e scattering state v;avefunction. At high 
energies we may v;rite the scattering wavefunction ^\^ in tho fern 
ik.r p/ '?• I}) (r«) = e^^'^ ?{i), (2) 
k 
vv'h a^-e ^ ( r ) i s a func t ion which vprio'J r-lo\.'ly <•'• p d ' - t i c b 
wave leng th . S u b s t i t u t i n g e^n. ^.., in eqn. ( 1 ) : 
4iih^ i r - r ' i 
Introducing ^ ^^^ position variable r'' by: 
r" = r - r'-. 
we get. 
P(?) . 1 _ _2m / .^ -—.^ -.^  V(?-r") e(?-r")a/". (4) 
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If we consider the pointsr vvhich Ixo within tfn. vfjurue 
occupied by the potential, the largest con tribu L lo:. t,. Lri'^-
integral will come from values of r" lying clooo in the 
direction of k, since for these the exponential is nearly 
stationary. 
Writing the differential oleiaent, dr" as: 
dt" = r"^ dr" d^ d^, ... (5) 
/\ 
where p = Cos (k,r) 
and (p is the azimuthal angle we obtain the following relation for 
S^(?): 
?(r) = 1 - ;^ / V(r-r") ?(r-r^U ,,^d'?". (6) 
o r k 
The appearance of above equation in cartesian coordinates 
is somev/hat simpler. Choosing the positive ^-^xis to 3ie 
in the uirection of propagation k, we have, 
§^(x,y,z) = 1 - :±. /^ V(x,y,z') S'(x,y,z') dz'. ' (V) 
—CO 
The solution of this equation is : 
?(x,y,z) = e-i/^^if ^(^'V''^') ^^-'- ... (c;) 
Thus ^^^ approximate wavefunct ion vvithin the i n ^ . x a c t i o n r e g i o n 
9 
7 
II. / ^ ikz - TT" j V(x,y,z') dz' /p,^  
In order to evaluate the scattering amplitude, it will 
A 
be convenient -_o define certain coordinate voctorr,. Lot k 
be a unit vector; 
pointing in the direction of k which, as before, i;ill also bo 
taken to determine the positive ^-axis. Then the position 
vector r may be resolved into two components: 
"r - b + kz ... (iU) 
where b is a vector lying in th^ plane perpendic ul..r to k 
(fig. 1(a)), With this notation, '^ (r) may bt> '.v. i L t,:'n as: 
^U^) = e'^^^ - 4 ^ V('b+kz')dz'. .^ , ^,,^ 
k 
Clearly i f the po t en t i a l i s contered at the ori-ii:; , th-. 
d is tance b = | b | has the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Ihu :,i.t^ict 
parameter. 
Nov/, s u b s t i t u t i n g the above equation in L:. ) i •ii.r.ii 
expression for the s ca t t e r i ng amplituae: 
fi^t^X) - - -~^I e-^^'-^^ V(r) Iji (?) dr { l . l ) 
4Txh k 
10 
yields 
f(k',k) = - - ^ / e-i^'-^ V(l) e^^-^ - TfeA(b+kz')d2' 
4ufi 
X dzd b ' 
(13) 
2 
where d b denotes integration over the plane of iiiipac L 
vectors. Eqn.(13) may be writen as: 
f U ^ , t ) . - - ^ /e^^^-"^')-^'^-^'^-) V(?-.kz) 
^ ^-i/fiv / V(l)+kz')dz' , ,2. ,. ,,, 
X e ' loo dzd b • . . . ^  i4) 
Next energy conservation requires jk'j = |k|. Fiius, the error in 
equating exp[i(k-k')« K J to unity is not large. Go the scattt-r-
ing an.plitude assumes the following simple fori.i: 
r.,-i/liv /' V(b+kz' )(l7 = 
-i Id b 
... V-^/ 
This is the basic result of the iiigh energy poi..'nti.,i JC.;L 
theory. For potentials with ai^ ii.iuthal symmetry w^ - :. ay go 
one step further by noting that: 
. T » , ''•t 
1 r^ Tt iXCos (b . J, T / N\ 
^ j e -^  d (p = J^(X) . ... (16) 
ii 
where JQC-^) is the zeroth order Bessel function. Further, 
using at small angles 
(k-k')»b = kb 0 cos (p. ... (17) 
Hence for axially symmetric potentials, v/e have 
f(e) = I Jo ^o ^^^ ^ ^ [e^ "^ ^^ ^ -IJbcib. ... (18) 
where ")C(b) = -^  — /"" V(b+kz)dz. 
Eqn. (18) may also be written as 
f(q) = ^ 7 / e''^ '^  [1 - e^^^^^] bdb. ... (19) 
-}• -> 
vvhere q = k-k' which is approximately equal to kO at small 
angle. 
The straight line motion of the projectile within the 
potential range limits the validity of angular range of this 
expression. For typical nuclear scattering in the intermediate 
energy region, the angular range of validity is: 9 .,< 40. 
For latter application it is useful to rev/rite the expre-
ssion (19) as': 
f(5) = ^I e^^-'Y(b)d2b, ... (20) 
where fib) = 1 - e^ ^^ '^ ^ , ... (21) 
The quantity P (b) is called profile function. It is seen that 
the scattering amplitude f(q} appears as the two dinic-ncional 
-I <) 
Fourier transform of P (b)• Therefore taking the inverse 
Fourier transform one may v;rite: 
r ^^ ^ - -mx^ ^"^^'^ f(q)ci^q. ... (22) 
2.2 Glauber Multiple Scattering Theory; 
In the .Bultiple scattering theory of Glaubor*- -^  the hadron 
nucleus scattering amplitude is calculated in the adiabatic 
approximation. This is justified at high energies when the 
incident particle passes through the nucleus in a very sl-iort 
time so that the change of positions of the constituents 
nucleons of the target may be neglected. The transition ampli-
tude obtained by calculating the scattering from instantenously 
fixed nucleons is theuaveraged over the initial and the find 
nucleus state wavefunctions. This approximation corresponds 
to performing closure on the intermediate target eigonstales 
provided the excitation energies are neglegibly Sinail compared 
to the incident projectile energy"- -'. 
Glauber multiple scattering model can be developed in 
ri7i 
several v;ays, Wallace -^  in a series of papers hoc. discussed 
the small angle medium energy N-nucleus scattering and showed 
that the Glauber model*- •• result appears as the leaoing term 
in the expansion of the .^ atson multiple scattering surios in 
powers Of k~^0 
it) 
Let a nucleon of kinetic energy E and mo::i'jn lur.i k be inci-
dent on a target nucleus A consisting of A nucieons whose. 
position coordinates aire measured from the (c.m.) of the 
nucleus are r• ; i = 1,2, A. Further; let u'^  Lrikc- the 
-> 
7-axis of our coordinate system along k and denote trio prc-
-> "^  -> 
jections of r. on a plane perpendicular to k by s. [fig. 1(b)]. 
Thus, if b be the impact parameter of the incident nucleon 
relative to the target c m . and if the projr-ctiU- ib assumec] 
to follow the straight line Irdjectory along th-' c i j I'ct ii-^n of 
incidence, the impact parameter of the projectile v.ith res'jGct 
to the target nucleon with the coordinate r. will obviously 
be (b-s.). So that the phase shift function for th'j collision 
with the r.-th nucleon of the target is /- (b-s ) , .vhere Y ,,[' 3 I^J^J J ' .:ir ' 
is the phase function for NN collision as introducjd in the 
previous section. 
Finally according to the 'phase additivHy' !G .uniption, 
the total eikonal phase acquired by the particJ<_,- wi,.Mi p^.cing 
through the nucleus is equal to the sum of th^ ^ nh. ' j from the 
individual nucleons: 
7-(^»s,, , t ) = Z y. (b-s.). ... (23) 
This assumption is justified for non oviiJ..}i > r.^j intoi' 
actions of the projectile v;ith the, nucleons of t;: t.rget. 
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Equation (23) is the basic dynaudcal assumption of the 
Glauber model. The scattering amplitude for the fixed target 
nucleon coordinates corresponding to the total phase function 
V- reads as: 
N 
. -^ •? -i -> 
(q, Sj^, 82 , s^j = -^^ J d h e ^ L l - e j:^l'^I<N' j'J 
The t e rm i n s q u a r e b r . i c k e t i s s t i l l an o[)t>ini LOJ 
(24) 
Jo, tlio 
scattering amplitude for the transition of groun.i i,[-.lij 
I' (r^jr^, r .) to excited state ^ ^(r,,r.,, r,) is 
given by: 
-> -f ~) ^ 
fo (q) = i| / d^b e^^-^t'- ll-eijli->^NN(^-^j^ (25) 
This i s the b a s i c r e s u l t of Glaui-or i n u l t i p l e s c a t t f j i i n g t h e o r y 
I t i s conv^enien t t o u o f i n e ^he t o t a l prcn"i 1 . LM .cLicn to 
make t h e m u l t i p l e s c a t t e r i n g t i i u o i y t r a n s p a i en I .'.'^•. 
r 
I M ' ^ A ^ 
-^  -> 
= 1 -
= 1 -
e^ j^ l ' ^NN^^-^ j^ 
A 
-> 
•J ~ * -*-
~> ) j 
( 2 0 ) 
( 27 ) 
-vhere fj^ j^  i s t h e p r o f i l e f u n c t i o n f o r th.,- j - li nu' ' < .1 an.i 
use has been made of Equation (21) 
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Expanding the product in the above eauation on..' ooccms 
^ U ( b -?^) + (28) 
In the expansion (28) the first term doscribt':, th • rohoront 
scattering from A distinct nucleons, the second one successive 
scattering from two nucleons and so on- Same nuciuon index 
never occurs twice in any of the multiple scattering terms. 
Therefore, in a nucleus, one never has more than A-fold :.catt"r-
ing. 
It will be useful to write e'^i^i' (25) for the (.•lactic 
scattering in the following form: 
foo^"?^ = M -/^  <^ b^ ^ "^'^ tl - (^ olsll'o)J ••• ^29) 
A 
where the scattering matrix S is defined as: 
^ - .7 tl - r^ N^ b - t.)] ... (30) 
The target nucleon coordinates are not totally iivlepon-
dent because they refer to the c.m. of the target. So, the c.m, 
constr-aint must be respected. In other words, the- explicit 
form of the matrix elem.ent in eqn, (29) is: 
16 
(folslfo) '/I Vo(?i •^r^)!' n j l - (]tf!(S -'.)] X 
•>• -^  > 
S( _1 2 _ _ A ) „^^ ,^^ ,^^ 
... (31) 
ijo far we have neglected the Coulomb scattering vvnich is 
present when the projectile is charged. It can be included 
following the approach of Glauber and ;..atthiae'' '^ ab' adopted 
r 1 9 i by Aiirnad'- ••. It consists of evaluating the Couloi,ib phase 
function appropriate to the finite nuclear cfiarge distribution 
and adaing it to the total nuclear phase shift funci.ion. T lis 
leads to the following expression for the elastic scattering 
amplituae'- •': 
f (q) = fc^q) +2^Jclt)e'^ e ^ c ^ ' 
[1 _ e^>c^^^S^^(b)], ... (32) 
where 
fc(q) = - 2T) k e^^c/q^, ... (34) 
>:P^(b) = 2T) In (kb) , ... (30) 
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/-^(b) = 8uri j d t t 5ch^^' ^ tn b / t 
_ . ( ! _ b 2 / t 2 ) l / 2 ] . (36) 
In above Eqns., T] i s the f ine s t r u c t u r e constant , ^rh^ ^^  
i s the chaige densi ty of the t a r g e t and 
(J)^  = - 2TI [ m (q/2k) + YJ + 2 Z L ^ - tan"^ i-^) \ (37) 
r = o 
where y is Euler constant. 
It may be recognized that f^(q) is the point Coulonib 
scattering amplitude. 
2.3 Nucleus-Nucleus Scattering: 
Using the 'phase additivity' approximation ant L ii:itKj 
account of interactions of all tho projectile nuci .i\'> with 
all the target nucleons, one n.ay generalize the nu'. ' jo^ i-
nucleus scattering to the nucleus-nucleus scatter*, ; in the 
r I i 
frame work of Glauber model'- -^  discussed in tho pii .sous 
section. 
Let target and projectile have their mass nu.ibijrs A and 
B respectively. And r.(rl) be the coordinates of Lti.j target 
(projectile) nucleus'and s.(s ) be their projec t i<'ti 3 on a 
~) 
plane perpenaicular to the direction of projectili> i omentun. !: 
18 
as displayed in fig. 2. 
The phase shift function for the collision of j-th pro-
jectile nucleon with the i-th target nucleon is: 
where b is the impact parameter. The total pliase function 
may be written as (summing of ail the phase functions): 
y-j = L Z \^^(b -t^ + t.') ... (38) 
This leads to the following expression for the olas'tic 
scattering amplitude for the collision of nucleus b on the 
nucleus A: 
(39) 
w here t -and (b are the ground state wavef unc tioir^ , oi th( ' o ' o ^ 
> > 
target and projectile nuclei respectively and q i ^  Lh^ ^ 
momentum transfer as before. 
It is convenient to write Eqn. (39) as: 
f (q) = II / d^b e^^-^ [1 - (V'o^oiS(b)lWo)3 (''^ 0) 
where S(b) is the matrix-operator in the impact [J i' 'i-jt^ jr 
19 
space and express ib le as; 
1=1 j=i -• 
The scattering amplitude, given by eqn. (40) involves 
the phase function for NN scattering and correr,ponfiing profile 
function [TIM- Since, the profile function is two dimensional 
pourier transform of elemc-ntary NN amplitude f ,[cf. Eqn.(20)], 
/ 
it is roasonable to conclude that the elastic nucleus-nucleus 
scattering at intermediate energies is connected vn [h the 
directly measurable NN-amplitude in a rather simple manner. 
And this is the remarkable point which makes the inl:}irnodiate 
energy nuclear scattering of great interest for the studies of 
nuclear structure. 
The appreciably important Coulomb scattering should be 
included in the scattering amplitude. The form of the Coulomb 
amplitude is discussed to the previous section, but hero one 
must replace the finite charge distribution of the target 
nucleus by the folded nuclear charge distribution of the pro-
jectile and the target nucleus. 
Thus, our desired scattering .amplitude reads a^ : 
f(q) = f^lq) + fNc^^) ••• (^ 2) 
and the differential cross-section, 
20 
& = l f , ( q ) •^fN.fq)! 
when 
fNc^q) 
and 
ik r ,2. ^ iq.t) ^ iXR^(b)r, i X^ (fc)),. .^ ,^  
f^(q) = - 2T)k e^H^c/q' •'t^ c/n2 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
w ith S^(b) = (Vo^JS(b)l(})J^) (46) 
The quantities X ^ (b) and /^••^(b) in the L'III. (,-M) ore 
given by the eqns. (35) and (36) with the fine o Lrur tiiie cons-
tant X] and ^rK(t) should now bo read as: 
Ti = Z^Z3/( 137.036 V^), (47) 
?,,(t) =/?^(?) ^liU) d? (48) 
o^  -O' where S^ cind ^n are the charge distributions of the 
target and the projectile nuclei respectively. V - is th« 
velocity of the projectile in the cm. frame. 
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CHAPfEd - I I I 
THECREnCAL STUDIES ur a-NUCLEUS bCATTERU'.iS 
M Ci 
It is obvious from the previous chapter that our scattering 
probleK. is reduced to the evaluation of S^matrix for the nucleus-
nucleus interactions. Several approaches have been developed 
lor this purpose. These approached will bo discussed in the 
next subsections with their merits and demerits. In this v;e 
discuss the general case of nucleus-nucleus collisLon which can 
trivially be adopted to a-nucltus scattering. ' 
3.1 The Czyz and Maximon's approach: 
To evaluate the ca-matrix lor nucleus-nucleus collision 
[31 Czyz ana Aiaximon^ •• assujne that the ground stale rtiany-body 
densities of the target as v.ell as of the projoctilo may be 
written as the product of the single particle i. odel densities 
k^^^""' and S B (each normalized to unity): 
i = l 
(49) 
and 
(50) 
where r-(r ') are the position vectors of the i-th and j-th 
Z"* t) 
nucleons of the target (projectile). The three-dinionsional 
o function in the above Eqns. are to take care of the c.m. 
constraints i.e.the nucleons in the nucleus are allcvod to move 
independently except that the c.m. remain fixed in opace. On 
substituting eins. (49), (50) in eqn. (46) one obloins: 
B 
,(b) = / f §!'•')(?,) A \ J] 4»'(?,.) dr^ j. ^\kl 
i=l ^ 1 1 j^^ D J J ,. 1 
B 
Eqn. (51) is a more general equation which reducv'• to N-
nucleus scattering if either A or B equals to unity. 
[251 Gartenhaus and Schwartz^ ^ have calculated intAiel elastic 
(iM) 
scattering amplitude using a model elastic S-matri.< G.V (b), 
ignoring three dimensional Sfunction. And the r.holistic 
scattering amplitude is related co the model olattxc bcutturing 
am.plitude through: 
f(q) = e^(q) 9g(q) f^'^^^q), ... (52) 
where Qj^fa) -^ e^ the c.m. correction factors for tii? target 
and the projectile nuclei. The above perscription it exact 
only when the colliding nucloi are describable oit-iit-r in terms 
of the harmonic oscillator shell model or the qau. Ian single 
particle densities. 
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In the so c a l l e d o p t i c a l l i m i t approximat ion Czyz and 
lAaximon'- -" w r i t e sX (b) a s : 
S^")(b) = e^  C ' ^ ' ) . . . (53) 
where 
;^ ^^ -^ )(b) ^ iAB / d \ d \ ' e f \ ? ) ?^^^^) l7,,,(rU:-.''), (54) 
This expression gives very unsatisfactory result..:L laoderate 
and large momentum transfers as shown by franco'-*'"'-' aiid Franco 
[27l 
and Varma^ -•. 
3.2 The phase expansion approach: 
r i2 i 
In this approach Franco and Varma'- -' define tha 
total phase shift function ')'--(b) through the reJ-i L:'..^r!: 
Sj^(b) = e^ ^ T^^^ , ... (55) 
and expand y'.j.(b) in terms of an infinite series. 
i J-Ab) = i Z X,(b) = i "^(b) + i'^ (^b) -f i "^(b) 1 j_2^  J 1 ^ o 
(56) 
2J 
vvi t h , 
-=> - y 
iV-^(b) = -AB / dr-^ d ^ ' ^^J, , (b-s , -^s , ' )§i^^r- ,•) ? ^ ^ ) ( / , ' ) ^ 
(57) 
i^o(b) -^ -» •-> = ^AB [/ dr*j_ dr^ j_' dr'2 dr'2' Tll^-Si+s^; ) P(b-S2+S2') 
-> -> 
[(1-AB) § p U ? i » ? 2 ) ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ l ' ' ^ 2 ' ^ -^  ^B C^B^^\ '?2 '^ r^ '^^ 
^^Q^h?^,\) + (A-1) / d^i^ [ " ( ^ - J ^ + ' l ' ) - l ' '~^^^l '^l) 
^4'^(-^i'))^ ( 5 8 ) 
where 
'^AB^^l'^2'^1 '^2 ^ ~ ^A *'^1'^2 '' ^B ^^1 '^:^ 
o 
^A A ^ ^ 1 ^ ^A ^^2'' ^B ^ 1 ^ -"B ^^2 ^ -
( 5 9 ) 
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?Sn\(r) and ?i(R)(^l»^2^ ^^® intrinsic one- and two-body 
densities of the target and projectile. Higher order terms can 
be written similarly. 
For the independent particle model, C,n = 0. The leading 
terras which survive in i"V.2(let us assume A = B = A for simpli-
3 
city) are proportional to A , whereas i%-, is proportional to 
A . Therefore, the term 1%^ is not necessarily snail compared 
v.'ith i'X-'i. Other higher order tcxms involve throv_-body, four-
body and many-body densities, are much cumbersoiue to evaluate. 
The major weakness of the phase expansion scries lies in its 
slow convergence. So, one has to pass through lart^ e number of 
terms subject to poor knowledge of higher order densities. This 
approach though an improvement over Czyz and j.icixiii.on'- •' is also 
subject to limitations. 
3.3 Alkhazov's approach: 
flSl Alkhazov"- -' has proposed another approach i cu t,'valuating 
5^ ,(b) which is a generalization of his correlation ;^;j.ansion 
formalism for N-nuclous scattering^ . 
In this approach, Sw(b) is v/ritten as: 
6..(b) = (1- G^(b))^ ; ... 16U) 
G (b) = L G^ '^^ '^  (b) ... (61) 
N>1 ° 
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where a^^^(b) = / j'^ (r) Sg(r') [],fj(b-s+s') dr dr' (62) 
G^2)(b) =/.?„(?,.-J^) ?u'^'l'^'2) G:i/*^-=/='l) 
j]jj^ ,(b-S2+s'2) cjrj-dr2 clr'j_ dr'2 , 
Here again the quantities G^ ', G^ ' which depend upon the 
two-body, three-body etc, densities have similar structure as 
ri2l 
m the case of phase expansion approach"- •• discussed in pre-
vious section. Thus, one encounters an infinite series with 
rather slow convergence which n.akes it difficult bo provide a 
direct interpretation to the expansion in terms of the multiple 
scattering processes. 
3.4 Ahmad's effective profile approach; 
Ahmad"- ^ has expanded the elastic S-matrix iLself in terriis 
of effective profile function instead of expanding total phase 
function. 
He defines (b) as: 
' 00 ^  ' 
Too^^^ = / 5\(r) ?j3(r') Tlb-s+s') dr dr• , (63) 
and introduces an effective profile function ^ ) . . through the 
relation: 
'^ij = Too^ t^ ) - r(b-s\+sy) . ... (64) 
.dth this, the double product of the eqn. (41) may be expanded as; 
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S(b) = S (b) + Z SAh) ... (67) 
where 
SQ^^) = (1 - roo)"^ ••• (68) 
and 
(69) 
The primes on the summation signs indicate the restriction 
that two pairs of indices can not be equal at the sanie tiiue 
(for example, if i, = i^ then j,^ j.p and vice versa). 
Substituting the expansion (67) in eqn. (40) one obtains 
the following expansion for the elastic scatteriucj :juiplitude 
in ascending order of the eflective profile function, 
AB 
f(q) = f„(q) + I f Aq) ... (70) 
o j,^2 ^ 
where, f^(q) = ^ f exp(iq."b) (1 - S^(b)) d^b (71a) 
and 
ft(q) = - If / exp(i;?.5 C"Pi^ ' 1'<'"|Sj1'i''> t " ^ ) a-'b (71b) 
2D 
The sum in eqn. (09) goes from £ = 2 since S, does not 
contribute to the elastic scattering. 
A 
The Ground state expectation value of S2 which gives 
f^(q) is of the form: 
(^(A) l|j(B)|g^|v(B) y(A)) ^ i ( , . p^^) AB-2 ^, J., 
ij -i'j' 
ue^ t'^\r,,r,.y\t'^t'^)-rol] 
(72) 
-) -^  -^  
with l^. = Tib - s^  + sy ) 
In terms of the Ground statu densities (.form lectors) 
tne above expression assumes the form: 
[(A-l)(B-l)(Goo-2^,,) ^ ui-rK3,.-G 
0 0 ' OCJ-
+ (A-1) (G2i-G^„)J (73) 
where 
Q^2^b) = /dq'^dq2 ^^ Pf^  ~i^ l^+^ "2'''^ ^ U^l^ U^2^ ^A ^'l^^'^^ 
( 7 4 ) 
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G2j^ (b) = jciq^dq2 exp[-i( q^ +^q^ ) .b] f (^q^ )^ f (^ q2)F^ ( qj^+q2)F^''M-qi-q2) 
(75) 
Gi2^^) = /clqiClq2 exp[-i(qj^+q2) .b] f (^q^ )^ f J^ q2)F^  ^ {^y^^r^'t ^{-c^^-Q^r^ 
(76) 
and 
<^ oo^ ^^  = (/d^ q exp(-iq.b)f(5)F^(q)F3(q))2 ... (77) 
The quantities Fj^ (q) and FJ:^  (qjL»q2); (n = A,B) in the 
above expressions are the one and two body form factors res-
pectively: 
F^(q) = /f^(?) exp(i5rr) d? ... (78) 
F^^\qi,q2) =M^^(?i'^2^ exp[ i( q^  .rj^ +q2.r2]drj_dr2 (79) 
The first term in the expression (67) corresponds L<J the well 
known optical limit result, and the others depend successively 
upon the two-,three- and other niany~body densities of the two 
colliding nuclei. However, unlike the optical lir-ilL result 
the ground state densities appearing in it are not the in-
depencient particle model densities, rather it involve:- the 
intrinsic densities. Therefore, the c.m. correction iactor 
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which'gives divergent cross-sections at large momentum trans-
fers, does not appear in the formulations. As already hinted 
at the successive terms represent respectively, the contribu-
tions of the double, triple and other multiple scattering 
between the nucleons of the two colliding nuclei which involve 
virtual excitations of the target or the projectile or both. 
The effect of these virtual excitations is seen to be better 
expressed as the multiple scattering occuring between projec-
tile and target nucleons in a nuclear medium via the effective 
profile. 
The merit of the Ahmad's'- -^  effective profile function 
f 131 
approach over that of alkhazov*- -' and that of rranco and 
ri2l -
Varma -^  is nothing but finite nature of the seri^o. lience, 
interpretation of successive terms in the expansion is rather 
easy. ...oreover, the question of uniform convergence of the 
series does not arise in this case as in the infinite series 
expansion case. Despite of its happy features the convergence 
of the series is still slow particularly at large laoirientun 
transfers. 
This approach seems to be promising but it has not been 
thoroughly investigated, as yet. In the next section an attempt 
will bo made to discuss other suitable modt-ls for nucleus-
nucleus scattering at'large rnoiiientum transfers. 
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3.5 The g-Nucleus Scattering: 
AS already discussed, the n.ain point of attraction in 
application of a particle as a nuclear projectile for' investi-
gating nuclear structure is its simple spin and i-spin 
structure. That is why a great deal of i'ntorost v;as shown 
soon after the appearence of the Saclay a-scattering data*- ^ 
12 
on C and the Ca isotope at 1.37 GeV. A number of theoretical 
I 9 10 14 I 
analysis of the data were made * * -^  notably by the baclay 
group itself'- -', Alkhazov et al.'- •', Ahmad'- J, and Faldt and 
hulthage'- -^  . They all agree on the point that the optical 
limit approximation of the multiple scattering theory as pro-
r 3 ' 
posed by Czyz and Aiaximon'- ^ seriously fails to account for 
the data. Further, it was noted that at low uiomentum trans-
fers the so called rigid projectile model which treats the 
incident a particle as elementary and takes the W-cx elastic 
an:piitude as input, gives better results. Similar results 
were also obtained in the so called bwarm projectile model as 
proposed by Faldt and Hulthage^ •'. 
The rigid projectile model (RPM) suffers from the follow-
ing weaknesses: 
i) excitation of the projectile between successive colli-
sions with the target nucleons are neglected. 
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ii) the treatment of the projectile in the target is rather 
unsymmetrical. 
The scattering of the projectile by a target nucleon can 
however be regarded as a measurment of the instanteneous posi-
tions of the nucleons in the projectile, so that in repeated 
interactions the target nucleons do not encounter a ground 
state projectile with randomly distributed constituents. Indeed, 
since the internal nuclear motion is neglegible at high energies^ 
the instanteneous state of the projectile changes very little 
in successive collisions. Hence, there exist a correJation 
between successive scatterings that is neglected in itie rigid 
projectile model. In addition it is difficult to calculate 
proper correlations to the model. Therefore, atteiiiiA;. have 
also been made towards a complete microscopic interpretation 
of the- data by going beyond the optical limit approxiw.jtion of 
the multiple scattering model. The phase expansion ;. othod of 
r i2 i 
Franco ana Varma^ and the b-matrix expansion loii.aiism oi 
Ahmad"- •' in which higher order correlations are ii^.c iu<Jc-', seem 
to have been motivated from this consideration. FIK' L m.jthods 
have been applied in a variety of situations. The rtsuits in 
addition to providing physical insight, s trengthcri in-^  confi-
dence, in the applicability of the Glauber riiOdoi. 
In the effective profile approach [e.g. oqn. (^ 16)], the 
first and leading term of the expansion corresponds to the so 
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called optical limit calculations while the other torrns re-
present respectively ,the double, triple and higher order 
multiple scatterings between the nucleons of the two colliding 
nuclei which involve virtual excitations only. The analysis 
40 12 
of the a- Ca and a- C elastic scattering data at 1.37 GeV, 
retaining upto the two-body density term in the expansion, 
shows that the inclusion of the two-body density term fairly 
improves the calculation (realistic ground state densities of 
the two colliding nuclei are used) [e.g. figs.3 and 4], This 
encouraging result strengthen further confidence in the applica-
bility of Glauber model. Unfortunately, convergence of the 
expansion series [eqn. (46)] is rather slow. Henco, one has 
to include more higher order terms to bring theory closer to 
experiment specially at large mbm.ontum transfers. 
A realistic consideration of higher order tor;ns of the 
expansion into the calculation is not only matlieni'-. ti cally 
complex but is also beset with some other limitations and 
ri5l ambiguities. In view of this, Ahmad and Alvi*- -^  pif'posea a 
semi-phenomenological method for analysing the "t-nucleus sca-
ttering data which avoides the complexities of the problem and 
is very successful at intermediate energies, 
3,6(a) The rigid projectile model: 
The main features of the rigid projectile iiiod'.'! (UPM) has 
already been discussed. Here we show, how, it can be 
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obtained from the Glauber model successfully. For this, v;e 
fol 
follow the approach of Ahmad'- •' who takes the S-matrix operator 
Sj>^ (^b) as the starting point and groups together the factors in 
the operator: 
B 
s ( b ) = J] TT [ 1 - rNN(b-^i-^^i')^ ' 
i=l j =1 -J 
which contains the same target nucleon coordinates, so that the 
application of the closure over the a particle state between 
each group gives: 
S^Cb) = I I •• E (^ oU'l^ olZli't^ m ) (^ l^sKPm ) 
where 
Z, = 
1 IT [1- QN^^-^i-^-^l'^^? ••• (81) 
j = l -J 
ip. are the wavefunctions which describe the various states of 
the a-particle. And ^ is the target ground state wavefunction. 
If we consider the contribution of the a particle ground 
state only and ignore the contributions coming from other 
states we have: 
1=1 
(B2) 
where r; (b-s.) = 1 - s^(b - s.) 
with 
-^, -> 
j = i 
(83) 
->, It may be recognized that the quantity rrr^ '^ ) ^ ^ just the 
profile function for the elastic N-a scattering at the incident 
nucleon kinetic energy ^ KJ = E/4 (E is tiie kinetic energy of 
the incident a-particle). The N-a elastic scattering amplitude-
is related to [^ (b) as: 
^Na^^^ = 
ik N 
-> -^ 
27; / d^ b .'^^^ r,(b) , (84) 
r.(b) - 2T[ik N / d^ c 
•iq.b -» 
N^a^ *^ ^ (35) 
where k^  is the nucleon momenturn corresponding to the kinetic 
energy ^ M « 
NoWjthe elastic scattering a-nucleus S-matrix elcn.ent 
S.,(b) may bo expanded in a correlation serJm. as in tlie case 
ij 
of N-nucieus scattering [29] 
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S^(b) = [1- r,(b)]'^ ^ ^ ^ [1- fai^)]"-^ X 
/C(r^,r2) Pa^b-s^) [^ (^ -52) dr^ dr2 + , (86) 
where [^ (b) = / ?^(r) T^lb-t) d? , ... (87) 
and C(r,,r2J is the ground state pair correlation function of 
the target: 
with -^(r) ^nd 3^ '^ (r,,r2) ^ s the one and two-body ground state 
densities of the target, eqn. (87) can be written in Lerrus of 
the N-a scattering amplitude fMrr(q) using the relation (85): 
Qib) = - f - / dq [qJ^(qb) F^(q) f{^ (^q)] (89) 
where F^^q) is the form factor for the target nucleus and is 
given by: 
F^(q) = / e^q-^ f^(r) d^r ... (90) 
In simple studies the elastic a-nucleus scattering is 
calculated using only the first term of the expansion series 
(36). This implies that knowledge of F.(q) and f^ , (q) ic 
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sufficient to calculate the elastic a-scattering in this 
approximation. On the basis of the estimates by Ahmad and 
[291 Auger*- -" regarding the contribution of higher order terms in 
medium energy p-nucleus scattering,it may be said that the 
series (86) converges rather rapidly and contribution of 
higher order terms is rather small. 
The theoretical N-a amplitude in terms of NN-amplitude 
at 348 MeV and the gaussian model for a particle is applied to 
12 
analyse the a- C data at 1.37 GeV. It is noted that the model 
though gives much improved results compared to the double 
folding model, lacks in many respects. 
3.6(b) The Swarm projectile model (SPM): 
TlOl G. Faldt and I. Hulthage"- -• have treated the projectile 
as a Swarm of free nucloons, distributed according tu tiie 
projectile internal wave-function and moving with equal velo-
city. Following the basic assumption that all individual 
nucleon-nucleon phase shifts add-up to a total phase shift, v/e 
write the a-nucleus amplitude as: 
f(q) - K(q) [f^Cq) + || / cl^ b exp(iq.b) exp(i %^(b)) 
(1- r:A(b))]. (91a) 
aA 
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i^a) -fji^ f\^ dV 6\.f\t.) ?-i^.) (i-r(b4,4.). 
(91b) 
exponentiating the product of the A nucieons in eqn. (91b), 
we get in the standard target thickness approximation: 
J = l "^  -^ 
( 92a ) 
where 
4 -> -V 
t , = - 2TxaV E T(b+s ) , 
^ t = l ^ 
(92b) 
T i a v ^ Z T(b+ l / 2 ( s ; +1 ) ) e x p ( - ( | , - s ' ) ^ / 4 a ) , 
t 3 = - I Tia^;^ I 1 ( ^ + 1 / 3 ( 1 ^s^+^n^^ ^ 
c'<m<n 
:92c) 
-> -> < 9 . -* -^ 2 ^ r * -^ ^2. 
e x p [ - ( ( s ^ - s ^ ) - + ( s ^ - ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n - ^ m ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ ' ( 92d ) 
-> 2 t . = - i^a V T(b) e x p ( - E s„ / 2 a ) , 
' 4 - 9 
.=1 
(92e) 
T(b) = A / " dz P ' ^ ( b , z ) . ,92f) 
Each of the term in the exponent have a simple physical 
4 
interpretation. In the first term t,,we neglect the effect 
of the mutual shadowing of the four nucleons in the a-particle. 
The following terms t^, t^ an-d t. correct for the niutual 
shadowing of two, three or four nucleons. The Jw.i^ m projectile 
expansion is an extension of the method used by F?ldt and 
Pilkuhn'- -' in the treatment of deuteron-nucleus collisions. 
It is clear from eqn (92) that t^t t^ and t^ are negligible 
almost everywhere in the domain of integration and that contri-
bution to the profile is therefore always small. .Vo regard it 
as desirable to have an expansion of [7 . where the" leading 
term envolves only t, and where t^* t^ and t. appear in 
successively smaller terms. This is achieved by using follow-
ing identity: 
4 t, 4 t^  ti t. 
exp( I t^) = e •" [1+ Z (e -"-l) + Z (e -l)(o -^ -1) + 
n=l " i=2 l<i<j 
4 t-
TT (e ^-1)], ... (93a) 
1=2 
I n s e r t i n g i n t o eqn. (92a) we g e t a f i n i t e expans ion ul the 
form: 
TaA^b} = L C{b) . . . (93b) 
The dominat ing f i r s t term i s : 
ri(b) = / e^^ f [ . J^?.) d \ . . . (93c) 
j = i J J 
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12 In the analysis of a-scattering on Ca isotopes and C 
using the SPM gives fairly better results, but deviates at 
large momentum transfers (e.g.- figs. 5 and 6). 
Faldt and Hulthage^ ^ have claimed the relevance of 
their model overall other existing models such as RPM^ ' ' : 
[31 folding inodel (optical limit n.odel of Czyz and Maximon'- -' and 
[12 '^ 71 
method of Franco and Varma*- ' " -" . 
3.6(c) The sen.i phenomenological method: 
The slow convergence of the multiple scattering series 
for a-nucleus scattering and other considerations lead Alimad 
[l5l and Alvi^ -' to propose a semi phenomenological inothioci of 
analysis for intermediate energy a-nucleus elastic scattering 
experin^ ents . They demonstrate that tlie method works ren.arkably 
well at intermediate energies. 
To introduce the serni phenomenological approach Ihey 
write the commonly used RPM S-matrix in the following form: 
S(b) = [1- Ti^  /" dq q J^ (qb) f^^(q) F^(q)]^ + .... (94) 
and invoke an effective N-a amplitude fj^ ^ (q) such 
that the actual Glauber model S-matrix element 3(b) can be 
approximated as: 
^^^^ ^ tl- ^  "^"dq q J^(qb) f^f (q) F^(q)]^- (95) 
iZ 
Further they parametarize the effective amplitude as: 
^Na^^^ = 4^ exp(-fi/ qV2) x [l+S,(q)] (96) 
where S'^  is the ratio of the real part to the imaginary part, 
2 
a^ the total N-a cross-section, p slope parameter. 
The function £-(q) is added phenomonologically. In choos-
ing an appropriate form for it, they ensure that f^ ,^  (q) reduc 
to ^MaC^) 3t small q values. So that both the amplitudes give 
essentially same results for a-nucleus scattering in th small 
q region. The following ansatz for ^(q) is found to be 
successful: 
^(q) = T N / ... (97) 
Using the ground state density for the target ?s. obtained 
[32] from intermediate energy proton scattering experimehts^ "-", 
expression (95) for so, and f^ as given by eqn. (96) with 
40 the above proposed ansatz for g. , the a— Ca elastic scattering 
data is fitted at 1.37 GeV by varying the solo paraiiioter >\ . 
The result of the fit is shown by the full curve in the fig. 7. 
It corresponds to the parameter values, 
o^ - 107.0 mb, ^^ = 0.3, p^ ^ 27.0 GeV""^ , ?)= 70.b GoV"'^ . 
It can be seen that the data are nicely fittoci. In parti-
cular, the position of maxima and minima at larger angles that 
43 
are not accounted for by the RPM calculations, has been fairly 
reproduced. 
The same set of parameter nicely fits the notoriously hard 
12 
to fit a- C elastic scattering data at 1.37 GeV (e.g. fig. 8). 
Although, the agreement with the data in this case is not as 
40 good as for the Ca, yet it is very satisfying to find that 
the height of the first maxima and the positions of the minima 
are predicted fairly nicely. As a matter of fact it provides 
considerable improvement over the RPM results'- ' -' (i.e. 
dashed curve in fig. 8). 
In summary, the esontial feature of the method under review 
is the use of an effective N-a amplitude that agrees with the 
free N-a amplitude at low q's but whose large-q behaviour is 
left adjustable in terms of one free parameter. This amplitude 
40 
when caliberated on Ca for 1.37 GeV elastic a-scattering not 
only reproduces the data on the Ca isotopes nicely but it also 
12 gives a fairly good account of the C data in terms of measured 
target densities. Thus, subject to certain limitations, this 
method of analysis seems potentially good for studying the 
ground state densities of the nuclei. 
FIGUKE CAPTIONS 
i-ig. 3 : Elastic scattering of 1.37 GeV a 
40 particles on Ca. Dotted curve, optical 
limit calculation; full curve, calcula-
tion with the two-body density term but 
without the short range correlation; chain 
curve, same as the full curve but including 
the short-range correlation. 
Fig. 4 : Elastic scattering of 1.37 GcV a particles 
12 
on C. The description of the curves is 
the sane as in fig. 3. 
rig. 5 : Elastic scattering of 1.37 GcV a particles 
on Ca-isotopes. The full curve is the 
SPM calculation with second and third 
term of expression (e.g. Eqn. (92a)j. 
Fig. 6 : Elastic scattering of 1.37 G^ -^V a [jarLicles 
12 
on C. The description of the curve is 
the same as above. 
40 Fig. / : Analysis of a- Ca elastic scattering at 
1.37 GeV using effective U-a duiplituae. 
5 
Fig. 8 : Elastic scattering of 1.37 GoV 
12 
a particles on C. Solid curve, the 
parameter free calculation wilh, the 
effective N-a amplitude; Dashed curve, 
[91 the RPM calculation by Ahmad"- •'. 
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CHAPfHri - IV 
HFFECTIVE N-a AMPLITUDE 
52 
a 
The rovievv oi the application of the HPi.i to r.iociiui.i on.jrgy 
-nucleu;: scaitering as given in previous chapters i.iake's it 
clear that the Ki-M when it takes the empirical H-a amplitude 
as the basic input interaction instead of the microscopic 
theoretical one, gives better results in the forward angle re-
gion, hlowever, even the use of the empirical N-a amplitude is 
not of great help in iniproving the theoretical siuu.ition at 
[151 
large monentum transfers. This lead Ahmad and yUvi €o adopt 
a send-phenomenological approach for successfully analyzing 
Liic cata in terms of an effective N-a amplitude vmich deviates 
from tiie empirical N-a amplitude only in the largo Momentum 
transfer region. 
In tnis chapter we maice an attempt to have a theoretical 
justification for using the effective N-a amplitude to analyze 
the a scattering data, tor this we will first revic-v; the 
r 15 I 
analytical work of Alvi*- •' that demonstrates the existence of 
an effective amplitude witiiin the framework of the Glauber 
multiple scattering model and then use it to see hew far the 
calculateu effective N-a amplitude agrees with the empirical 
one. 
^' l Effective N-a Arr.plitude at Intermediate Energies: 
To obtain an expression for the effective li-a amplitude 
under Some approximation to be discussed later vje start from 
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the following expression for the (nuclear) elastic S-rnatiix: 
where M and ^ arc the ground state wave functions of the 
target nucleus and a particle respectively and 
A 4 -»• -> ^ 
(2) -(^) = ^^ ]J^ ti- rn,.(b-s,-.s..)j 
i'hc syi'ibols i n eqn . (2) have the same meaning as uXt^lainod 
b e f o r e . i J eg l ec t i ng the Coulomb s c a t t e r i n g the U-a ampli tude 
i s g iven by: 
J -^  
S p e c i f i c a l l y for the e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g c a s e , 
where r^ lb ) = 1 - {(J-oiZCb.s^' S4') l 'Po^ 
= 1^ / e"^^*^ f (q) d'-^q. (3) 
and for the inelastic scattering case, 
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'tizf^-^'i' ^A-nv = - 2 H i . ^ ^ " ' - ' f l ( ^ ) <*''' (^ ) 
Now let us write J 
1=1 
v.nore, 
(5) 
Further v.'e define, 
^i = ^^ol^ii^o^ * ••• ^^ ^ 
where i|) is the ground state wavefunction of the projectile as 
before and Z. is given bv Eqn. (5). Obviously Eqn. (6) niay 
also be written as: 
^i = [l-TaCb-sV] ... (7) 
where Lv^ '^ ) i^ ^^^ profile function for N-a scattering, i.'ext 
let us introduce: 
AZj^ = ^ i - ^ i ••• ^^) 
and expand S(b) as: 
A _ A 
s(b) = TT Zi + 2 ( T] i^-) ^ 2 + EE (IT z j -^z--^z.+ 
i=l ^ i=l kh ^ i<j k?^ i,j " "• -^  
. (9) 
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Neglecting the terms, involving multiple scattering of 
more than two target nucleons from the cluster of all projectile 
nucieons and taking the ground state expectation value of the 
above equation with respect to the projectile wavefunction we 
have: 
<9jS(b)i^ > = ff [l-r^(b-1.)j + EE ( T . Z„) X 
" i = l ^ ^ ^<-) i^^i^j 
{^J AZ..^Z.i<pJ + (10) 
The last iactor in the second term of the sum in eqn. (lu) may 
be expressed as: 
;nrO 
Using the two dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the 
relation: 
vie n.--iy v.Tito tlqn. (11) as: 
-> s y 
i(q\.r\+q'2-r2) ^ ^a ( ) f;; (q^) (1<) 
S6 
substituting eqn. (12) into eqn. (10) and taking the ground 
state expectation value of the equation with respect to the 
target we may write: 
S^^b) = (UolS(b)l^jo^ = X + Y , (13) 
vihere 
X M l ^ J ^ n [l-ra(b-s,)]l^,) ... (J4) 
and 
It may be noted that in deriving the above expressiot. *.o have 
assumed that all the nucleons constituting target are identical. 
The first tern in eqn. (13) describes the rigiu fiojuctilo 
approximation. The second term provides a correction to tno 
RPM and it describes a process in which the projoctilt ii. 
e<cited after scattering on one target nucleon and LIUMI do-
excited on scattering from another target nucleon. 
As discussed in previous section 3.6(a) the exfireosion (14) 
is sindiar to that for the l^-nuclous scattering c.r.^. ai.f,, 
ftV 
therefore, it can be expanded in a correlation series in the 
s ame way. 
Defin inq: 
PaCb) = irAhVa^t-s) d? 
and 
A T / - r - r (b-s''.) , 
•a 'a ' a ^ i ' ' 
the product in eqn. ,^14) may bo expresseU as; 
tl [l-ra(b-s,)] = [l-ra(b)]^ -^  [l-V^i^)]''-' L ^  l\ 
i=l i 
+ [i-l^(b)]^-2 E Ar i ' 'An\ (16) 
i<j ^ 
So that on taking the expectation value of the above equation 
v;ith respect to f ,. we ha^e upto the pair correlation term of 
tiio target: 
X / 6 \ 6 \ e-i^?i-^?2)-"^ C (q\,q2) f ^ (q ^ ) fj^ ot^ q's) 
(17) 
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where C(q,,q2) is the Fourier transform of the pair correla-
tion CCr,,r2): 
It may be pointed out tha'^  generally, only tjrie first term of 
the expansion (17) is (aseJ in the RPM analyses. 
To simplify the expression (15) for Y we use the expansion 
(16) for the product in the last factor in it. Retaining only 
the first term in the expansion (higher order terms consist of 
higher order densities and hence neglected). V^e obtain: 
Y = hL^ [l-r.lb) J^ -2 ( 2 ^ )^ ; ^ \ 6 \ e-(5i-q,).t^  
X [ Z .f« ( q j f« iLj] | 2 ( ' ? 1 ' ^ 2 ^ • • • (^8) 
jji^o om J- mo ^ A L ^ 
Thus under the approximat ion s t a t e d above we g e t the fol lowing 
e x p r e s s i o n for the nuc l ea r S -mat r ix e lement : 
Sf, = [i-faCb)]'' -^ ' ^ '^ ^ ^ ci-raCbjj-^-^ T(b), 
where 
T(b) = j d'^ qj^ ^\^ ^- i (qj_+q2) .b [^(q^^,^^) ^ J 5 i ) f^ ^ l^ q^) 
mj^ o" om 1 mo ^-^ 
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-» -* 
r(b) = J d^q e '^^*' ' J d^q^ [C(q \ ,q -5 i ) f^^^\^ ^Na^^-^l^ 
y -^ t ^a /:? -> -». 
- , f 2 ( q i . q - q i f " l q i ) f « ' . q - q i ) ] . 
With q = qj^+q2 , 
i-or ruecauni anu heavy vveight n u c l e i i t i s a good a p p r o x i -
luation to r e p l a c e tA-1) ana (A-2) by A. i^ o tJ iat conioininq {17) 
ana (18) vo can w r i t e oqn. (13) a s : 
A 5^^lb) ^ [ l - l ^ ( b ) ] ^ U - A \ ) , (19) 
wiiere V 
-' s k )' 5 r(b) 
Since the nigher order contributions describee D y ^ are 
expectea to be small we may write: 
Si^(b)^ [ i - r ^ ^ ^ ( b ) ] ^ , (2-0) 
where 
f^"(b) li(b) -V, (21) 
-> -> 
1 , j2 „-iq.b t: f \ ^cff/' ^ j^^J d q e -^  F^(q) fj^^ (q) 
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j ^ E J ^ ' ^ « ' ' " . • " ' - A ' ^ ^ f N a ' " ^ - ( 2 C T ) ( 4 ^ ) 
• > - > 
X j d^q e-^q-'^ j d 2 q ^ [ c ( q , , q - q i ) f ^ ^ ( q \ ; f ^ ^ ( q - q , ) 
> V ^ j _ J^ _J^  
+ S 2 ( q i , q - q i ) i- f " ( q i ) f " C q - q J ] . 
m;^ o om -L tno -^  
Kow i f i t i s assumed t h a t t h e rnost i i u p o r t a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n 
t o t h e sum ove r t h e e x c i t e d s t a t e s of t h e a p a r t i c l e comes from 
t h e i..onopole e x c i t a t i o n of t h e a ^ a r t i c l e which o c c u r s a t a b o u t 
.'••.. ;MeV we h a v e : 
A 1 ,,/" \ (22) 
w h e r e , 
Giq) .,2 J u q j _ [ C ( q j ^ , q - q 3 _ ) f ^ ^ ( q i ) f ^ , ^ 5 _ 5 ^ ) + { c ^ c i , , q-ci i)+F;, ( q i ) 
- * , J , 
.a , ^ a /-• ^ 
-^A^^-^l^ Q ^ l ) ^ir(^l-qi)j^. (na) 
with f. (q) as the monopole inelastic scattering amulitude. 
Thus under the approximation stated earlier we find that 
the elastic a-nucleus scattering at medium energies may be 
uLScribed in terms of an effective N-a amplitude. Tiiis pro-
VJ-GL'C saiie theoretical justification for analyzing the ...-diu.n 
•^nergy a-nucleus elastic scattering data in Alunau and yilvi's*-
work. 
CHAPTEK - V 
RESULTS AI^ D DISCUSSION 
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In the previous chapter we have obtained an expression 
for the effective N-a amplitude under the assumption that only 
the monopole excitation of the projectile a particle and the 
pair correlation of the target nucleus mainly contribute to 
the correction to the RPM. It now remains to be seen how does 
the theoretical effective amplitude compare, with the sen;i-
phenomenological N-a amplitude on experiment. In this chapter 
we first present a calculation of the elastic a-nucleus 
scattering in the terms of the theoretical effective ampli'tude. 
Our results show that the correction over the RPM considered 
in deriving the effective amplitude do not provide any signi-
ficant improvement in the theoretical situation. Next a dis-
cussion of the other hitherto neglected effects the considera-
tion of which may improve the situation is given. 
5.1 Elastic scattering in terms of the effective amplitude: 
The calculation of the elastic a-nucleus scattering in 
terms of the effective N-a amplitude involves the product 
F^(q) f^^ (q) which when substituted in eqn. (95) of chapter III 
gives the elastic a-nucleus scattering matrix. Using eqn, (22) 
the product reads as: 
FA^") *«"(<<) = FA'"') W ^ - A ^ Q'") 
Where G(q) is given by eqn. (22a). 
6 9 
The quantity fj^ t^Cq) is the HPM an-plitude and G(q) is the 
correction term which we calculate as discussed below. 
The crucial quantities in the expression for G(q) as given 
by eqn. (22a) are the two dimensional Fourier transform of the 
pair correlation C(q,,q2) and inelastic amplitude f^^Cq)• The 
calculation of the elastic N-a amplitude fM(j(q) is rather 
trivial especially in the gaussian model for the a particle 
in which case the following closed expression is obtained: 
a j=l '^  -^  
. [ °(^7i^)f„ ]i exp[- iA±2|!£!i] . 
2Ti(l+2a'^ ti'^ ) 4a^j 
where o is the total NN cross section, f is the ratio of the 
real to the imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude 
2 2 
p is the slope parameter and a is the size of the a particle. 
For CCq^tqo^ ^® assume that only the c.m. corr.elation is 
important. This is not a good approximation for the medium 
weight nuclei in which Pauli correlation may be equally 
important. But for the kind of study we have in rr.ind the 
consideration of the c.r... correlation v;ould sufficient. 
In the calculation for C(qi,q2) we use the expression 
C(qi,q2) = [e "• "^  -1 ] • 
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2 
where A is the target mass number and a is the same as 
mentioned above . This sim.ple expression was derived by Ahmad 
[291 
and Auger'- •• some times ago and has been found to be extremely 
satisfactory for medium weight nuclei. 
As regards f. (q) it is obtained assuming the doiuinant in ^ 
monopole excitation of the a particle during collision. iv,ore 
r4ll 
specifically following a'erntz and Uberall*- •* it is assumed 
that the density operator 5^ (r) is scaled as: 
? = liC«>)S'[r(l--^)J, 
where -^  = C^ (a"^  +a). 
Here a and a are the creation and annihilation operators and 
the dimensionless constant C_ which depends on the mass, one-
phonon excitation frequency and HiviS radius of the nucleus, is a 
measure of the one-phonon excitation. 
This model gives the following expression for the inelas-
tic form factor 
i^n(<^ ) = § ^  £ dq
where F(q) is the form factor of the a particle ( assumed 
to be gaussion in our case), r\ is the transition strength and 
h is the RMS radius. 
Assuming the oscillator n-odel for the a particle and using 
the above expression for F^n^^^ ^^^ following expression for 
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f" (q) may easily be obtained (Appendix - A) 
J=0 
2 
wh^re B = >.+2p^, A = "^^^ll^^ » 
In deriving the above expression, the pair correlation 
correction to the inelastic scattering has been neglected. 
4 
This may not be justified for as light a nucleus as He in 
which case at least the cm. pair correlation seems to be quite 
important. However, since our main aim in the present study 
is to have a feeling of the importance of the theoretical 
correction to the RPM the consideration of only the dominant 
contribution to the inelastic amplitude (^ i^ *^^ ^^  seems suffi-
cient. 
Having obtained the expressions for C(q,,q2) and ^^^(q) 
the quantity G(q) is obtained by evaluating the tv;o dimensional 
integration in eqn. (22a) numerically. 
5.2 Results; 
40 The results of the calculation for a- Ca scattering at 
1.37 GeV are shown in fig. (1). The inputs to the calculation 
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are as under: 
(i) The Ca form factor FACQ) is taken from Hef.(ll) 
which fits the electron scattering data upto about q^^ ^ 2.5 fm~ 
The corresponding Rl.iS radius is 1.496 fm. 
(ii) The a amplitudes are calculated using the following 
parameterization for the NN amplitude: 
f la) ^ iko(l-ii- ) ^-PV/2 
with a = 30.5 mb, f = 0.35 and p^ = 4.25 GeV~^. These 
values correspond to the Giffon-Igo parametrization as given 
by Layly and. Schaeff er*- •'. 
(iii) The inelastic transition strength parameter 'rj' is 
taken to be 0.03, 0.1 and 0.5 which is consistant with th^ 
[41 I inelastic electron scattering consideration'- -' and 
ef f {ivj the phenomenological fj^  is calculated with the 
help of expressions (95) and (96) of chapter 111 using the Na 
[391 paraiueter values: "• •* 
a^ = 107 mb, f^ = 0.3, p^ - 27 GeV"^ and >i^  = 70.5 GeV"'^ . 
Since the elastic a nucleus scattering is determined by 
the quantity M^jj(q) FACQ) '''S ^ or simplicity show in fig. (1) 
the results of calculation for the quantity jfj,;^ (q) F,(q)j 
corresponding to fjvjct(q) as obtained by Bassel and ..ilkin'-'^  •', 
6 b 
f^*^(q)as given by eqn. (22) of chapter IV and the phenomeno-
logical ^M^ ^ ^^ ^^ proposed by Ahmad and Alvi*- •'. The dashed 
curve shows the effect of the second order terra (see eqn. 22) 
which is obtained by assuming that the projectile is excited 
after scattering on one target nucleon and then de-excited 
after scattering from another target nucleon. The full curve 
-efi 
Na shows the f^ (phenomenological). 
eff 
Comparing the results of fj^ ^ and f^^ , we see that at low 
momentum transfers the second order term is almost ineffective. 
As q increases its contribution also increases but not much. 
Also it is obvious from the analytical expression (22) that at 
low q values the second order term is too small to cause any 
significant modification. 
The N-a inelastic amplitude involves strength parameter 
•T]' which arises due to excitation and de-excitation of projec-
tile due to the collisions of the projectile with the target 
nucleons, in the second order term. 
In order to see the sensitivity of calculation to the 
strength parameter 'T)' we varied it from 0.U3 to 0.5. The 
result is shown by the dashed dot curves. It is seen that the 
effect is small. 
Thus it may be concluded that the effect of intermediate 
excitation of a particle is unimportant. 
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5.3 Discussion; 
The results of our calculation despite their some weaknesses 
clearly demonstrate that the intermediate excitation of the 
a particle and the cm. pair correlation of the target nucleus 
contribute little to the elastic a-nucleus scattering. More 
realistic treatment of the above problem is unlikely to improve 
the situation much. Thus the main cause of the discrepancy 
between theory and experiment may be due to neglecting some other 
effect in theoretical consideration. 
fwo such effects come to mind at the very first considera-
tion. One is the Pauli correlation in the target nucleus which 
is fairly important for medium and heavy weight nuclei. The 
other is the spin flip part of the N-a ar.pliUido. Vhe later, 
though does not contribute in the first term of the expansion 
(9) would contribute in the pair correlation term because of 
the double spin flip. 
ue propose to undertake .the study of these two effects in 
future. 
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TABLE - I 
Parameter values for the sum of gaussian paramotrisation 
of the nuclear form factor . The quantity q„,^ ,^ denotes the 
maximum mo'montum transfer upto which the form factor is ivell 
reproduci^d '••'••'•-'. 
"J 
2 . 2 7 4 
- 2 . 9 7 0 
1 .641 
0 . 0 5 5 
^^^Ca 
b j ( fm2) 
1 .351 
' 0 . 7 3 8 
0 . 6 2 2 
0 . 5 0 8 
q '?:i 2.5 fm~ 
max 
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FIGURE CAPTION 
Fig. 1 The solid curve, corresponds to f® (q) 
(phenomenological), the dotted curve, 
corresponds to fja^ Cq) (Bassel and '.Jilkin'- -•), 
the dashed and the chain curves with single 
and double dots, corresponds to f^ (q) 
(analytical) with different strength para-
meters (T) = 0.03, G.l, 0.5) respectively. 
i V^ 
10^  
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40. Elastic a - Co ScoUerlng 
ol 1.37GeV 
ii? 
XT 
10 '^ 
10^ 1 
10^ 1 
10^ ' 0.1 
FIG.1 
0.2 0.3 
q (GeV/c) 
0.4 0.5 0.6 
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APPEKDIX - A 
The general expression for the scatterinrj arr.plitudo for 
the transition from the ground state to some excitoc state j n. > 
may be written as: • 
271 ** "- mo ^  ^ m' . 1' / ' ^  J' fon(q) = ^ J -'^-^ ci^-'b [^ ^^ -(^ 1^ Tr(l-r(b-s.))i^J. (lA) 
i-or m ?^  o (inelastic scattering) we have; 
f l i q ) = ^ J ^'^'^ [ 9 J M ( l - r ( b - t , ) ) , ^ I d ^ b , (2A) 
cm 
e '"'' ,„| ,77, Cl- s ) | i ; j 
J = l -^  
. . r i t i ng , 
TT [ i-r (b4.)] 
i =1 J 
anu oefining 
\)3 = r, - r(b4.) 
- i t h 1^ = J f ( r ; r (b-s) dr 
and P^b) - ^ J e - i^-^ f^q) d^q , 
-> -> -> 
i^ ...ay expand S, in terms of 'V ^  as under: 
1. = u- ro) '^i^j j^^d-f;) + (3A) 
Neglecting higher order terms ec^ .^ ^-^ Aj gives: 
'^^ lal^ Ni^ o^  ^ -(l-ro)^ >^ ^ <ijr(b-s)MV (4A) 
. \ 
The above expression involves two nmi f i r^ K/-i r^ r, •r-,,~fors 
( l - r ^ ) 2 and <9^jr(b- 's)(p^>. 
Tiie c a l c u l a t i o n of V can be made ea s i e r by v;ritiny i t 
in terms of appropr ia te form f a c t o r . Thus, wo v/ri to: 
\'o = J ^ir) \' (b-s) dr . . / (5A) 
> -> 
' a f e ^ J « " ' ' • ' U ^ ) d 2 q / , ? ( r ) e^^'- '^di 
JCT J <-'"'"•' f i ' ' ) f'('') ^ '^ 
where r (q) i s the form factor of the a p a r t i c l e . fauing F(q^ 
to be of the gaussian forra: 
F(q) = e--^^ / ^ . . . {^) 
and using for f(q) the usual parameterization 
i(o) = iko(l-iS-) - P V / 2 („,. 
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'2. 2 
f i q ) = f ( o ) e~^ ^ 1'^ 
a c l o s e d e x p r e s s i o n f o r [ l i b ) H'-ay he '.-.' i l y o b t a i n e d . 
i n s e r t i n g E q n s . ( 6 A ) and (7A) i n Eqn. i5A) wo ndve 
p / u x 1 w » r - i q ^ b - p ^ q ^ / 2 - >vq^/4 ,2 
L i b ) = -rj-yr l{o) J o ^ o ^ ^ ' o ^ ' d ("I 
, ^ 2, ? -^^ 2b^ ^ .-> t 1 ^/ ^ /" ^ 2 - q ( T^ —^ ) - i q . b 
- .., - , f C o J j d q e ^ ^ 4 ^ ' 
b ^ X .-^ t 
1 . - 4 ~ ^ 9 ) - i q - b 
^ f ( o ) - ^ ^ e >^+2p2 
A e ^^+2p 
r^^b) = A e-^^/^ . . . (8A) 
v.here A = - 2 % : ^ ^ 
2no 
2 
anu b = ?\+2p 
Kext w r i t i n g t h e i n e l a s t i c r . a t r i x e l e m e n t s of j i n 
t e r m s of t h e i n e l a s t i c form f a c t o r F- (q) VJQ h a v e : 
<ij r ( b - s ) | 9 o > = / -^fo^^^ ^ ^ r ( b - s ) 
u 
<^jr<.b-o)\<p,> o SIk J' -''"•'' 11^) '''^  fin(n) 
I\ow if we consider only monopole exictation of the 
a particle that lies at about 20 MeV in the continuuii. and 
assume that the excitation may be described as the radial 
corapressional moae of ex particle, we have -': 
W ^ ) =S^Hf dq
where ^ i s t h e t r a n s i t i o n s t r e n g t h and K i s the rnu 
the a p a r t i c l e . Thus we o b t a i n : 
adius of 
, -=> ^ 
< t ( r ( b - s ) i i ) = g2A-lo (9A) 
Kow s u b s t i t u t i n g , the va lue s of Eqns. (8A) and (9A) in 
Eqn. ( 4 A ) , v;e g e t 
f l A [1-A e-'='/Bj3 I [ , . ^ ] ^-b2/B 
f l > > | [1-3A e-'^^/B ^ 3^2 ^ -2b2/u . ,.3 ^.-Sb^/Bj 
X ( 1 - b2/B) e-t- /B j (lOA) 
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and s u b s t i t u t i n g the va lue of above ma t r ix e lement in Eqn. ( 2 A ) , 
v/e have: 
f'* (q) 
cm 
-n ^ J k M rfp-Bq^/4 _ 3A ^-Bq^/8 3A^ ^-30/^^/12 
. 4 e-l^^'/i^) : : | I r j„(qb) b^dbl.-'^'/B B *^ o o' 
3A e-2b^/S 4- 3A2 e ' ^ ^ ^ / ^ - A^ e - ^ ^ ^ / ^ ) ] 
( l lA) 
Next us ing 
/ J (qb) b^ e-'^ / S db = 
r ( | 3 + 1) 
q ( i ) ' l / ^ ^ 3 | (0+1) 
'B ' 8 ( ^ ) 
X M 3/2,0 ' ^ ) 
wi th 
^1/2-11 ^4- ( l /2 )z 
' \ + •fi + 1/2, }a(2) ~ U^i+1) 12)1+2) i2ii+nj 
d" . n+2u -z> X — r ( z '^  e j 
dz n 
we get tlie following expression for the N-a inelastic 
scattering amplitude f^ (q) : 
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^i„'^) 71B J=o -^  (j+1) 
2 
X e 
-3q^/4(j+l} (12A) 
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